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Abstract

Over the past twenty �ve years many backtracking algorithms have

been developed for constraint satisfaction problems. This survey describes

the basic backtrack search within the search space framework and then

presents a number of improvements developed in the past two decades,

including look-back methods such as backjumping, constraint recording,

backmarking, and look-ahead methods such as forward checking and dy-

namic variable ordering.

1 Introduction

Constraint networks have proven successful in modelingmundane cognitive tasks
such as vision, language comprehension, default reasoning, and abduction, as
well as specialized reasoning tasks including diagnosis, design, and temporal and
spatial reasoning. The constraint paradigm is a generalization of propositional
logic, in that variables may be assigned values from a set with any number
of elements, instead of only true and false. Flexibility in the number of
values can improve the ease and naturalness with which interesting problems
are modeled.

The contribution of this paper is a survey of several approaches to solv-
ing constraint satisfaction problems, focusing on the backtracking algorithm
and its variants, which form the basis for many constraint solution procedures.
We provide on a careful exposition of each algorithm, its theoretical underpin-
nings, and its relationship to similar algorithms. Worst-case bounds on time
and space usage are developed for each algorithm. In addition to the survey,
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the paper makes several original contributions in formulation and analysis of
the algorithms. In particular the look-back backjumping schemes are given a
fresh exposition through comparison of the three primary variants, Gashnig's,
graph-based and conict-directed. We show that each of these backjumping
algorithms is optimal relative to its information gathering process. The com-
plexity of several schemes as a function of parameters of the constraint-graph are
explicated. Those include backjumping complexity as a function of the depth
of the DFS traversal of the constraint graph, learning algorithms as a function
of the induced-width, and look-ahead methods such as partial-lookahead as a
function of the size of the cycle-cutset of the constraint graph.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de�nes the
constraint framework and provides an overview of the basic algorithms for solv-
ing constraint satisfaction problems. In Section 3 we present the backtracking
algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 survey and analyze look-back methods such as
backjumping and learning schemes while Section 6 surveys look-ahead methods.
Finally, in Section 7 we present a brief historical review of the �eld. Previous
surveys on constraint processing as well as on backtracking algorithms can be
found in [Dec92, Mac92, Kum92, Tsa93, KvB97].

2 The constraint framework

2.1 De�nitions

A constraint network or constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a set of n
variables X = fx1; : : : ; xng, a set of value domains Di for each variable xi, and
a set of constraints or relations. Each value domain is a �nite set of values, one
of which must be assigned to the corresponding variable. A constraint RS over
S � X is a subset of the cartesian product of the domains of the variables in S.
If S = fxi1 ; : : : ; xirg, then RS � Di1 � � � � � Dir . S is called the scope of RS .
A nogood is a particular assignment of values to a subset of variables which is
not permitted. In a binary constraint network all constraints are de�ned over
pairs of variables. A constraint graph associates each variable with a node and
connects any two nodes whose variables appear in the same scope.

A variable is called instantiated when it is assigned a value from its domain;
otherwise it is uninstantiated. By xi = a or by (xi; a) we denote that variable xi
is instantiated with value a from its domain. A partial instantiation or partial
assignment of a subset of X is a tuple of ordered pairs ((x1; a1); :::; (xi; ai)),
frequently abbreviated to (a1; ::::; ai) or ~ai when the order of the variables is
known.

Let Y and S be sets of variables, and let ~y be an instantiation of the variables
in Y . We denote by ~yS the tuple consisting of only the components of ~y that
correspond to the variables in S. A partial instantiation ~y satis�es a constraint
RS i� ~yS 2 RS. [Rina, the next sentence is new.] ~y is consistent if ~y satis�es all
constraints RT ; T � Y . A consistent partial instantiation is also called a partial
solution. A solution is an instantiation of all the variables that is consistent.
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Unary constraint
T4 6= 2:00
Binary constraints
T1, T2: f(1:00,2:00), (1:00,3:00), (2:00,1:00)

(2:00,3:00), (3:00,1:00), (3:00,2:00)g
T1, T3: f(2:00,1:00), (3:00,1:00), (3:00,2:00)g
T2, T4: f(1:00,2:00), (1:00,3:00), (2:00,1:00)

(2:00,3:00), (3:00,1:00), (3:00,2:00)g
T3, T4: f(1:00,2:00), (1:00,3:00), (2:00,3:00)g
T3, T5: f(2:00,1:00), (3:00,1:00), (3:00,2:00)g

Figure 1: The constraint graph and constraint relations of the scheduling prob-
lem in Example 1.

Example 1. The constraint framework is useful for expressing and solving
scheduling problems. Consider the problem of scheduling 5 tasks T1, T2, T3,
T4, T5, each of which takes 1 hour to complete. The tasks may start at 1:00,
2:00, or 3:00. Any number of tasks can be executed simultaneously, subject to
the restrictions that T1 must start after T3, T3 must start before T4 and after
T5, T2 cannot execute at the same time as T1 or T4, and T4 cannot start at
2:00.

With �ve tasks and three time slots, we can model the scheduling problem
by creating �ve variables, one for each task, and giving each variable the domain
f1:00, 2:00, 3:00g. Another equally valid approach is to create three variables,
one for each starting time, and to give each of these variables a domain which
is the powerset of fT1, T2, T3, T4, T5g. Adopting the �rst approach, the
problem's constraint graph is shown in Figure 1. The constraint relations are
shown on the right of the �gure.

2.2 Constraint algorithms

Once a problem of interest has been formulated as a constraint satisfaction
problem, it can be attacked with a general purpose constraint algorithm. Many
CSP algorithms are based on the principles of search and deduction; more so-
phisticated algorithms often combine both principles. In this section we briey
survey the �eld of CSP algorithms.

2.2.1 Search - backtracking

The term search is used to represent a large category of algorithms which solve
problems by guessing an operation to perform or an action to take, possibly
with the aid of a heuristic [Nil80, Pea84]. A good guess results in a new state
that is nearer to a goal. If the operation does not result in progress towards the
goal (which may not be apparent until later in the search), then the operation
can be retracted and another guess made.
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For CSPs, search is exempli�ed by the backtracking algorithm. Backtracking
search uses the operation of assigning a value to a variable, so that the current
partial solution is extended. When no acceptable value can be found, the pre-
vious assignment is retracted, which is called a backtrack. In the worst case the
backtracking algorithm requires exponential time in the number of variables,
but only linear space. The algorithm was �rst described more than a century
ago, and since then has been reintroduced several times [BR75].

2.2.2 Deduction - constraint propagation

To solve a problem by deduction is to apply reasoning to transform the problem
into an equivalent but more explicit form. In the CSP framework the most
frequently used type of deduction is known as constraint propagation or con-
sistency enforcing [Mon74, Mac77, Fre82]. These procedures transform a given
constraint network into an equivalent yet more explicit one by deducing new
constraints, tightening existing constraints, and removing values from variable
domains. In general, a consistency enforcing algorithm will make any partial so-
lution of a subnetwork extendable to some surrounding network by guaranteeing
a certain degree of local consistency, de�ned as follows.

A constraint network is 1-consistent if the values in the domain of each vari-
able satisfy the network's unary constraints (that is, constraints which pertain
to a single variable). A network is k-consistent, k � 2, i� given any consistent
partial instantiation of any k � 1 distinct variables, there exists a consistent
instantiation of any kth additional variable [Fre78]. The terms node-, arc-, and
path-consistency [Mac77] correspond to 1-, 2-, and 3-consistency, respectively.
Given an ordering of the variables, the network is directional k-consistent i� any
subset of k � 1 variables is k-consistent relative to variables that succeed the
k � 1 variables in the ordering [DP87]. A problem that is k-consistent for all k
is called globally consistent.

A variety of algorithms have been developed for enforcing local consistency
[MF85, MH86, Coo90, VHDT92, DP87]. For example, arc-consistency algo-
rithms delete certain values from the domains of certain variables, to ensure
that each value in the domain of each variable is consistent with at least one
value in the domain of each other variable. Path-consistency is achieved by
introducting new constraints or nogoods which disallow certain pairs of values.

Constraint propagation can be used as a CSP solution procedure, although
doing so is usually not practical. If global consistency can be enforced, then one
or more solutions can easily be found in the transformed problem, without back-
tracking. However, enforcing k-consistency requires in general exponential time
and exponential space in k [Coo90], and so in practice only local consistency,
with k � 3, is used.

In Example 1, enforcing 1-consistency on the network will result in the value
2:00 being removed from the domain of T4, since that value is incompatable
with a unary constraint. Enforcing 2-consistency will cause several other domain
values to be removed. For instance, the constraint between T1 and T3 means
that if T1 is scheduled for 1:00, there is no possible time for T3, since it must
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occur before T1. Therefore, an arc-consistency algorithm will, among other
actions, remove 1:00 from the domain of T1.

Algorithms that enforce local consistency can be performed as a preprocess-
ing step in advance of a search algorithm. In most cases, backtracking will
work more e�ciently on representations that are as explicit as possible, that is,
those having a high level of local consistency. The value of the tradeo� between
the e�ort spent on pre-processing and the reduced e�ort spent on search has
to be assessed experimentally, and is dependent on the character of the prob-
lem instance being solved [DM94]. Varying levels of consistency-enforcing can
also be interleaved with the search process, and doing so is the primary way
consistency enforcing techniques are incorporated into constraint programming
languages [JL94].

2.2.3 Other constraint algorithms

In addition to backtracking search and constraint propagation, other approaches
to solving constraint problems include stochastic local search and structure-
driven algorithms. Stochastic methods typically move in a hill-climbingmanner
augmented with random steps in the space of complete instantiations [MJPL90].
In the CSP community interest in stochastic approaches was sparked by the
success of the GSAT algorithm [SLM92]. Structure-driven algorithms, which
employ both search and consistency-enforcing components, emerge from an at-
tempt to characterize the topology of constraint problems that are tractable.
Tractable classes of constraint networks are generally recognized by realizing
that for some problems enforcing low-level consistency (in polynomial time)
guarantees global consistency. The basic graph structure that supports tractabil-
ity is a tree [MF85]. In particular, enforcing 2-consistency on a tree-structured
binary CSP network ensures global consistency along some ordering of the vari-
ables.

3 Backtracking

A simple algorithm for solving constraint satisfaction problems is backtracking,
which traverses the search graph in a depth-�rst manner. The order of the
variables can be �xed in advance or determined at run time. The backtracking
algorithm maintains a partial solution that denotes a state in the algorithm's
search space. Backtracking has three phases: a forward phase in which the next
variable in the ordering is selected; a phase in which the current partial solution
is extended by assigning a consistent value, if one exists, to the next variable;
and a backward phase in which, when no consistent value exists for the current
variable, focus returns to the variable prior to the current variable.

Figure 2 describes a basic backtracking algorithm. As presented in Figure 2,
the backtracking algorithm returns at most a single solution, but it can easily be
modi�ed to return all solutions, or a desired number. The algorithm employs a
series of mutable value domainsD0

i such that each D0
i � Di. D

0
i holds the subset
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procedure backtracking
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

while 1 � i � n
instantiate xi  selectValue

if xi is null (no value was returned)
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
i i + 1 (step forward)
D0
i  Di

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

if (xi; a) is consistent with ~ai�1
return a

end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 2: The backtracking algorithm.
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Figure 3: A modi�ed coloring problem.

of Di that has not yet been examined under the current partial instantiation.
The D0 sets are not needed if the values can be mapped to a contiguous set
of integers that are always considered in ascending order; in this case a single
integer can be used as a marker to divide values that have been considered from
those that have not. We use the D0 sets to describe backtracking for increased
generality and to be consistent with the portrayal of more complex algorithms
later in the paper.

The selectValue subprocedure is separated from the mainbacktracking
routine for clarity. It has access to the current value of all variables in the main
procedure. The complexity of selectValue depends on how the constraints
are represented internally. When the CSP is binary, it may be practical to store
the constraints in a table in contiguous computer memory; a one bit or one byte
ag denotes whether each possible pair of variables with corresponding values
is compatible. Accessing an entry in the table is an O(1) operation. Since
the compatibility of the current candidate assignment (xi; a) must be checked
with at most n earlier variable-value pairs, the complexity of selectValue for
binary CSPs can be O(n). With non-binary CSPs, checking compatibility is
more expensive for two reasons. First, the number of possible constraints is
exponential in the number of variables, and so the actual constraints are most
likely stored in a list structure. Checking the list will be O(log c), where c is
the number of constraints. Another possibility that bears consideration is that
a constraint can be represented not as data but as a procedure. In this case the
complexity of selectValue is of course dependent on the complexity of the
procedures it invokes.

Example 2. Consider the coloring problem in Figure 3. The domain of each
node is written inside the node. Note that not all nodes have the same domain.
Arcs join nodes that must be assigned di�erent colors. Assume backtracking
search for a solution using two possible orderings: d1 = x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7
and d2 = x1; x7; x4; x5; x6; x3; x2. The search spaces along orderings d1 and
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d2, as well as those portions explicated by backtracking from left to right, are
depicted in Figure 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. (Only legal states are depicted
in the �gure.)

3.1 Improvements to backtracking

Much of the work in constraint satisfaction during the last decade has been
devoted to improving the performance of backtracking search. Backtracking
usually su�ers from thrashing, namely, rediscovering the same inconsistencies
and same partial successes during search. E�cient cures for such behavior in
all cases are unlikely, since the problem is NP-hard [GJ79].

The performance of backtracking can be improved by reducing the size of
its expanded search space, which is determined both by the size of the under-
lying search space, and by the algorithm's control strategy. The size of the
underlying search space depends on the way the constraints are represented
(e.g. on the level of local consistency), the order of variable instantiation, and,
when one solution su�ces, the order in which values are assigned to each vari-
able. Using these factors, researchers have developed procedures of two types:
those employed before performing the search, thus bounding the size of the un-
derlying search space; and those used dynamically during the search and that
decide which parts of the search space will not be visited. Commonly used pre-
processing techniques are arc- and path-consistency algorithms, and heuristic
approaches for determining the variable ordering [HE80, Fre82, DP89].

The procedures for dynamically improving the pruning power of backtrack-
ing can be conveniently classi�ed as look-ahead schemes and look-back schemes,
in accordance with backtracking's two main phases of going forward to assem-
ble a solution and going back in case of a dead-end. Look-ahead schemes can
be invoked whenever the algorithm is preparing to assign a value to the next
variable. The essence of these schemes is to discover from a restricted amount
of constraint propagation how the current decisions about variable and value
selection will restrict future search. Once a certain amount of forward constraint
propagation is complete the algorithm can use the results to:

1. Decide which variable to instantiate next, if the order is not predeter-
mined. Generally, it is advantageous to �rst instantiate variables that
maximally constrain the rest of the search space. Therefore, the most
highly constrained variable having the least number of values, is usually
selected.

2. Decide which value to assign to the next variable when there is more than
one candidate. Generally, when searching for a single solution an attempt
is made to assign a value that maximizes the number of options available
for future assignments.

Look-back schemes are invoked when the algorithm is preparing the backtrack-
ing step after encountering a dead-end. These schemes perform two functions:
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Figure 4: Backtracking search for the orderings (a) d1 = x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7
and (b) d2 = x1; x7; x4; x5; x6; x3; x2 on the example in Figure 3. Intermediate
states are indicated by ovals, dead-ends by squares, and solutions by triangles.
The colors blue, red, green, and teal are abbreviated by their �rst letters. Thick
lines denote portions of the search space explored by backtracking when using
left-to-right ordering and stopping after the �rst solution.
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1. Deciding how far to backtrack. By analyzing the reasons for the dead-end,
irrelevant backtrack points can often be avoided so that the algorithm goes
back directly to the source of failure, instead of just to the immediately
preceding variable in the ordering. This procedure is often referred to as
backjumping.

2. Recording the reasons for the dead-end in the form of new constraints, so
that the same conicts will not arise again later in the search. The terms
used to describe this function are constraint recording and learning.

In sections 4 and 5 we will describe in detail several principle look-back
schemes, while section 6 will focus on look-ahead methods.

4 Backjumping

Backjumping schemes are one of the primary tools for reducing backtracking's
unfortunate tendency to rediscover the same dead-ends. A dead-end occurs if
xi has no consistent values left, in which case the backtracking algorithm will
go back to xi�1. Suppose a new value for xi�1 exists but there is no constraint
between xi and xi�1. A dead-end will be reached at xi for each value of xi�1 until
all values of xi�1 have been exhausted. For instance, the problem in Figure 3 will
have a dead-end at x7 given the assignment (x1= red; x2= blue; x3= blue; x4=
blue; x5=green; x6= red). Backtracking will then return to x6 and instantiate
it as x6 = teal, but the same dead-end will be encountered at x7. We can �nesse
this situation by identifying the culprit variable responsible for the dead-end and
then jumping back immediately to reinstantiate the culprit variable, instead of
repeatedly instantiating the chronologically previous variable. Identi�cation of
a culprit variable in backtracking is based on the notion of conict sets. For
ease of exposition, in the following discussion we assume a �xed ordering of
the variables d = (x1; : : : ; xn). This restriction can be lifted without a�ecting
correctness, thus allowing dynamic variable orderings in all the algorithms.

4.1 Conict sets

A dead-end state at level i indicates that a current partial instantiation ~ai =
(a1; :::; ai) conicts with xi+1. (a1; :::; ai) is called a dead-end state and xi+1 is
called a dead-end variable. Namely, backtracking generated the consistent tuple
~ai = (a1; :::; ai) and tried to extend it to the next variable, xi+1, but failed: no
value of xi+1 was consistent with all the values in ~ai.

The subtuple ~ai�1 = (a1; :::; ai�1) may also be in conict with xi+1, and
therefore going back to xi and changing its value will not always resolve the
dead-end at variable xi+1. In general, a tuple ~ai that is a dead-end at level i
may contain many subtuples that are in conict with xi+1. Any such partial
instantiation will not be part of any solution. Backtracking's control strategy
often retreats to a subtuple ~aj (alternately, to variable xj) without resolving all
or even any of these conict sets. As a result, a dead-end at xi+1 is guaranteed
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to recur. Therefore, rather than going to the previous variable, the algorithm
should jump back from the dead-end state at ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) to the most recent
variable xb such that ~ab�1 = (a1; :::; ab�1) contains no conict sets of the dead-
end variable xi+1. As it turns out, identifying this culprit variable is fairly
easy.

De�nition 1 (conict set) Let ~a = (a1; :::; ai) be a consistent instantiation,
and let x be a variable not yet instantiated. If no value in the domain of x is
consistent with ~a, we say that ~a is a conict set of x, or that ~a conicts with
variable x. If, in addition, ~a does not contain a subtuple that is in conict with
x, ~a is called a minimal conict set of x.

De�nition 2 (i-leaf dead-ends) Given an ordering d = x1; :::; xn, then a tu-
ple ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) that is consistent but is in conict with xi+1 is called an
i-leaf dead-end state.

De�nition 3 (no-good) Any partial instantiation ~a that does not appear in
any solution is called a no-good. Minimal no-goods have no no-good subtuples.

A conict set is clearly a no-good, but there are no-goods that are not conict
sets of any single variable. Namely, they may conict with two or more variables.

Whenever backjumping discovers a dead-end, it tries to jump as far back
as possible without skipping potential solutions. These two issues of safety in
jumping and optimality in the magnitude of a jump need to be de�ned relative
to the information status of a given algorithm. What is safe and optimal for one
style of backjumping may not be safe and optimal for another, especially if they
are engaged in di�erent levels of information gathering. Next, we will discuss
two styles of backjumping, Gaschnig's and graph-based, that lead to di�erent
notions of safety and optimality when jumping back.

De�nition 4 (safe jump) Let ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) be an i-leaf dead-end state. We
say that xj , where j � i, is safe if the partial instantiation ~aj = (a1; :::; aj) is a
no-good, namely, it cannot be extended to a solution.

In other words, we know that if xj 's value is changed no solution will be
missed.

De�nition 5 Let ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) be an i-leaf dead-end. The culprit index
relative to ~ai is de�ned by b = minfj � ij ~aj conflicts with xi+1g. We de�ne
the culprit variable of ~ai to be xb.

We use the notions of culprit tuple ~ab and culprit variable xb interchangeably.
By de�nition, ~ab is a conict set that is minimal relative to pre�x tuples, namely,
those associated with a pre�x subset of the ordered variables. We claim that xb is
both safe and optimal: safe in that ~ab cannot be extended to a solution; optimal
in that jumping back to an earlier node risks missing a solution. Essentially, if
the algorithm fails to retract as far back as xb, it is guaranteed to wander in
the search space rooted at ~ab unnecessarily, but if it retracts further back than
xb, the algorithm may exclude a portion of the search space in which there is a
solution.
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Proposition 1 If ~ai is an i-leaf dead-end discovered by backtracking, and xb is
the culprit variable, then ~ab, is an optimal and safe backjump destination.

Proof: By de�nition of a culprit, ~ab is a conict set of xi+1 and therefore
is a no-good. Consequently, jumping to xb and changing the value ab of xb
to another consistent value of xb (if one exists) will not result in skipping a
potential solution. To prove optimality, we need to show that jumping farther
back to an earlier node risks skipping potential solutions. Speci�cally, if the
algorithm jumps to xb�j, then by de�nition ~ab�j is not a conict set of xi+1,
and therefore it may be part of a solution. Note that ~ab�j may be a no-good,
but the backtracking algorithm cannot determine whether it is without testing
it further. 2.

Computing the culprit variable of ~ai is relatively simple since at most i
subtuples need to be tested for consistency with xi+1. Moreover, it can be
computed during search by gathering some basic information while assembling
~ai. Procedurally, the culprit variable of a dead-end �ai = (a1; :::; ai) is the most
recent variable whose assigned value renders inconsistent the last remaining
value in the domain of xi+1 not ruled out by prior variables.

Next we present three variants of backjumping. Gaschnig's backjumping
implements the idea of jumping back to the culprit variable only at leaf dead-
ends. Graph-based Backjumping extracts information about irrelevant backtrack
points exclusively from the constraint graph. Although its strategy for jumping
back at leaf dead-ends is less than optimal, it introduces the notion of jumping
back at internal dead-ends as well as leaf dead-ends. Conict-directed backjump-
ing combines optimal backjumps at both leaf and internal dead-ends.

4.2 Gaschnig's backjumping

Rather than wait for a dead-end ~ai to occur, Gaschnig's backjumping [Gas79]
records some informationwhile generating ~ai, and uses this information to deter-
mine the dead-end's culprit variable xb. The algorithm uses a marking technique
whereby each variable maintains a pointer to the latest predecessor found in-
compatible with any of the variable's values. While generating ~a in the forward
phase, the algorithmmaintains a pointer highi for each variable xi. The pointer
identi�es the latest variable tested for consistency with xi and found to be the
earliest variable in conict with a value in D0

i. For example, when no compatible
values exist for xi and if highi = 3, the pointer indicates that ~a3 is a conict
set of xi. If ~ai does have a consistent value, then highi is assigned the value
i � 1. The algorithm jumps from a leaf dead-end ~ai that is inconsistent with
xi+1, back to xhighi+1 , its culprit since the dead-end variable is xi+1. Gaschnig's
backjumping algorithm is presented in Figure 5.

Proposition 2 Gaschnig's backjumping implements only safe and optimal back-
jumps in leaf dead-ends.

Proof: Whenever there is a leaf dead-end ~ai�1, the algorithm has a partial
instantiation ~ai�1 = (a1; :::; ai�1). Let j = highi. The algorithm jumps back to
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procedure gaschnig's-backjumping
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or a decision that the network is inconsistent.

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

highi  0 (initialize pointer to culprit)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue-gbj

if xi is null (no value was returned)
i highi (backjump)

else
i i + 1
D0
i  Di

highi  0
end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-gbj
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

consistent  true
k  1
while k < i and consistent

if k > highi
highi  k

if ~ak conicts with (xi; a)
consistent  false

else
k  k + 1

end while
if consistent

return a
end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 5: Gaschnig's backjumping algorithm.
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xj , namely, to the tuple ~aj. Clearly, ~aj is in conict with xi, so we only have to
show that ~aj is minimal. Since j = highi when the domain of xi is exhausted,
and since a dead-end did not happen previously, any earlier ~ak for k < j is not
a conict set of xi, and therefore xj is the culprit variable. >From Proposition
1, it follows that this algorithm is safe and optimal. 2

Example 3. For the problem in Figure 3, at the dead-end for x7 (x1 =
red; x2 = blue; x3 = blue; x4 = blue; x5 = green; x6 = red), high7 = 3,
because x7 = red was ruled out by x1 = red, blue was ruled out by x3 = blue,
and no later variable had to be examined. On returning to x3, the algorithm
�nds no further values to try (D0

3 = ;). Since high3 = 2, the next variable
examined will be x2. This demonstrate the algorithm's ability to backjump on
leaf dead-ends. On subsequent dead-ends (in x3) it goes back to its preceding
variable only.

In Gaschnig's backjumping, a jump happens only at leaf dead-ends. If all
the children of a node in the search tree lead to dead-ends (as happens with
x3 = red in Figure 4a) the node is termed an internal dead-end. Algorithm
graph-based backjumping implements jumps at internal dead-ends as well as at
leaf dead-ends.

4.3 Graph-based backjumping

Graph-based backjumping extracts knowledge about possible conict sets from
the constraint graph exclusively. Whenever a dead-end occurs and a solution
cannot be extended to the next variable x, the algorithm jumps back to the
most recent variable y connected to x in the constraint graph; if y has no more
values, the algorithm jumps back again, this time to the most recent variable
z connected to x or y; and so on. The second and any further jumps are
jumps at internal dead-ends. By using the precompiled information encoded in
the graph, the algorithm avoids computing highi during each consistency test.
This, however, is a programming convenience only. The cost of computing highi
at each node is small, and overall computing highi at each node is less expensive
than the loss of using only the information in the graph. Information retrieved
from the graph is less precise since, even when a constraint exists between two
variables x and y, the particular value currently being assigned to y may not
conict with any potential value of x. For instance, assigning blue to x2 in the
problem of Figure 3 has no e�ect on x6, because blue is not in x6's domain.
Since graph-based backjumping does not maintain domain value information, it
�lls in this gap by assuming the worst: it assumes that the subset of variables
connected to xi+1 is a minimal conict set of xi+1. Under this assumption, the
latest variable in the ordering that precedes xi+i and is connected to xi+1 is the
culprit variable.

The importance of graph-based backjumping is that studying algorithms
with performance tied to the constraint graph leads to graph-theoretic complex-
ity bounds and thus to graph-based heuristics aimed at reducing these bounds.
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procedure graph-based-backjumping
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or a decision that the network is inconsistent.

compute anc(xi) for each xi (see De�nition 6 in text)
i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

Ii  anc(xi) (copy of anc() that can change)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue

if xi is null (no value was returned)
i-prev  i
i highest in Ii (backjump)
Ii  Ii [ Ii�prev � fxig

else
i i + 1
D0
i  Di

Ii  anc(xi)
end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue (same as backtracking's)
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

if (xi; a) is consistent with ~ai�1
return a

end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 6: The graph-based backjumping algorithm.
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Figure 7: Two ordered constraint graphs on the problem in Figure 3: (a)
d1 = x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7, (b) the induced graph along d1, (c) d2 =
x1; x7; x4; x5; x6; x2; x3 (d) A DFS spanning tree along ordering d2.

Such bounds are also applicable to algorithms that use re�ned run-time infor-
mation such as Gaschnig's backjumping and conict-directed backjumping.

We now introduce some graph terminology which will be used ahead.

De�nition 6 (ancestors, parent) Given a constraint graph and an ordering
d, the ancestor set of variable x, denoted anc(x), is the subset of the variables
that precede and are connected to x. The parent of x, denoted p(x), is the most
recent (or latest) variable in anc(x). If ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) is a leaf dead-end, we
de�ne anc(~ai) = anc(xi+1), and p(~ai) = p(xi+1).

Example 4. Consider the ordered graph in Figure 7a along the ordering d1 =
x1; :::; x7. In this example, anc(x7) = fx1; x3; x4; x5g and p(x7) = x5. The
parent of the leaf dead-end ~a6 = (blue; green; red; red; blue; red) is x5, which is
the parent of x7.
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It is easy to show that if ~ai is a leaf dead-end, p(~ai) is safe. Moreover, if
only graph-based information is utilized, it is unsafe to jump back any further.
When facing an internal dead-end at ~ai, however, it may not be safe to jump to
its parent p(~ai).

Example 5. Consider again the constraint network in Figure 3 with ordering
d1 = x1; :::; x7. In this ordering, x1 is the parent of x4. Assume that a dead-end
occurs at node x5 and that the algorithm returns to x4. If x4 has no more
values to try, it will be perfectly safe to jump back to its parent x1. Now let us
consider a di�erent scenario. The algorithm encounters a dead-end leaf at x7,
so it jumps back to x5. If x5 is an internal dead-end, control is returned to x4.
If x4 is also an internal dead-end, then jumping to x1 is unsafe now, since if we
change the value of x3 perhaps we could undo the dead-end at x7 that started
this latest retreat. If, however, the dead-end variable that initiated this latest
retreat was x6, it would be safe to jump as far back as x2 upon encountering an
internal dead-end at x4.

Clearly, when encountering an internal dead-end, it matters which node
initiated the retreat. As we will show, the culprit variable is determined by the
induced ancestor set in the current session.

De�nition 7 (session) Given a constraint network that is being searched by a
backtracking algorithm, the current session of xi is the set of variables processed
by the algorithm since the latest invisit to xi. We say that backtracking invisits
xi if it processes xi coming from a variable earlier in the ordering. The session
starts upon invisiting xi and ends when retracting to a variable that precedes xi.

De�nition 8 (induced ancestors, induced parent) Given a variable xj and
a subset of variables Y that all succeed xj in the ordering, the induced ancestor
set of xj relative to Y , denoted Ij(Y ), contains all nodes xk, k < j, such that
there is a path of length one or more from xj to xk that may go through nodes
in Y . Let the induced parent of xj relative to Y , denoted Pj(Y ), be the latest
variable in Ij(Y ).

Theorem 1 Let ~ai be a dead-end (internal or leaf), and let Y be the set of
dead-end variables (leaf or internal) in the current session of xi. If only graph
information is used, xj = Pi(Y ) is the earliest (and therefore safe) culprit vari-
able.

Proof: By de�nition of xj, all the variables between xi+1 and xj do not par-
ticipate in any constraint with any of the dead-end variables Y in xi's current
session. Consequently, any change of value to any of these variables will not
perturb any of the no-goods that caused this dead-end and so they can be
skipped.

To prove optimality, we need to show that if the algorithm jumped to a
variable earlier than xj , some solutions might be skipped. Let yi be the �rst
dead-end in Y that added xj to the induced ancestor set of xi. We argue that
there is no way to rule out the possibility that there exists an alternative value
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of xj that may lead to a solution. Let xi equal ai at the moment a dead-end at
yi occurred. Variable yi is either a leaf dead-end or an internal dead-end. If yi
is a leaf dead-end, then xj is an ancestor of yi. Clearly, had the value of xj been
di�erent, the dead-end at yi may have not occurred. Therefore the possibility
of a solution with an alternative value to xj was not ruled out. In the case that
yi is an internal dead-end, it means that there were no values of yi that were
both consistent with ~aj and that could be extended to a solution. It is not ruled
out, however, that di�erent values of xj, if attempted, could permit new values
of yi for which a solution might exist. 2

Example 6. Consider again the ordered graph in Figure 7a, and let x4 be
a dead-end variable. If x4 is a leaf dead-end, then Y = fg, and x1 is the sole
member in its induced ancestor set I4(Y ). The algorithmmay jump safely to x1.
If x4 is an internal dead-end with Y = fx5; x6g, the induced ancestor set of x4 is
I4(fx4; x5; x6g) = fx1; x2g, and the algorithm can safely jump to x2. However, if
Y = fx5; x7g, the corresponding induced parent set I4(fx5; x7g) = fx1; x3g, and
upon encountering a dead-end at x4, the algorithm should retract to x3. If x3
is also an internal dead-end the algorithm retracts to x1 since I3(fx4; x5; x7g) =
fx1g. If, however, Y = fx5; x6; x7g, when a dead-end at x4 is encountered
(we could have a dead-end at x7, jump back to x5, go forward and jump back
again at x6, and another jump at x5) then I4(fx5; x6; x7g) = fx1; x2; x3g, the
algorithm retracts to x3, and if it is a dead-end it will retract further to x2,
since I3(fx4; x5; x6; x7g) = fx1; x2g.

The algorithm in Figure 6 incorporates jumps to the optimal culprit vari-
able at both leaf and internal dead-ends. For each variable xi, the algorithm
maintains xi's induced ancestor set Ii relative to the dead-ends in xi's current
session. We summarize:

Theorem 2 Graph-based backjumping implements jumps to optimal culprit vari-
ables at both leaf and internal dead-ends, when only graph information is used.

Proof: Step 3 of the algorithm maintains the set Ii, which is the induced
ancestor set of xi relative to the dead-end variables in its session. Thus, the
claim follows from Theorem 1. 2

4.3.1 Using depth-�rst ordering

Although the implementation of the optimal graph-based backjumping scheme
requires, in general, careful maintenance of each variable's induced ancestor set,
some orderings facilitate a particularly simple rule for determining the variable
to jump to.

Given a graph, a depth-�rst search (DFS) ordering is one that is generated
by a DFS traversal of the graph. This traversal ordering results also in a DFS
spanning tree of the graph which includes all and only the arcs in the graph that
were traversed in a forward manner. The depth of a DFS spanning tree is the
number of levels in that tree created by the DFS traversal (see [Eve79]). The
arcs in a DFS spanning tree are directed towards the higher indexed node. For
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each node, its neighbor in the DFS tree preceding it in the ordering is called its
DFS parent.

If we use graph-based backjumping on a DFS ordering of the constraint
graph, �nding the optimal graph-based back-jump destination requires following
a very simple rule: if a dead-end (leaf or internal) occurs at variable x, go back
to the DFS parent of x.

Example 7. Consider, once again, the CSP in Figure 3. A DFS ordering:
d2 = (x1; x7; x4; x5; x6; x2; x3) and its corresponding DFS spanning tree are
given in Figure 7c,d. If a dead-end occurs at node x3, the algorithm retreats to
its DFS parent, which is x7.

In summary,

Theorem 3 Given a DFS ordering of the constraint graph, if f(x) denotes the
DFS parent of x, then, upon a dead-end at x, f(x) is x's graph-based culprit
variable for both leaf and internal dead-ends.

Proof: Given a DFS ordering and a corresponding DFS tree we will show that
if there is a dead-end at x (internal or leaf) f(x) is the latest amongst all the
induced ancestors of x. Clearly, f(x) always appear in the induced ancestor set
of x since it is connected to x and since it precedes x in the ordering. It is also
the most recent one since all the variables that appear in x's session must be
its descendents in the DFS subtree rooted at x. Let y be a dead-end variable
in the session of x. It is easy to see that y's ancestors that precede x must lie
on the path from the root to x and therefore they either coincide with f(x), or
appear before f(x). 2

We can now present the �rst of two graph-related bounds on the complexity
of backjumping.

Theorem 4 When graph-based backjumping is performed on a DFS ordering
of the constraint graph, its complexity is O(exp(bmkm+1)) steps, where b bounds
the branching degree of the DFS tree associated with that ordering, m is its depth
and k is the domain size.

Proof: Let xm be a node in the DFS spanning tree whose DFS subtree has
depth of m. Let Tm stand for the maximal number of nodes in the search-tree
rooted at xm, namely, it is the maximumnumber of nodes visited in any session
of xm. Since any assignment of a value to xm generates at most b subtrees of
depth m � 1 or less that can be solved independently, Tm obeys the following
recurrence:

Tm = k � b � Tm�1

T0 = k

Solving this recurrence yields Tm = bmkm+1. Thus, the worst-case time com-
plexity of graph-based backjumping is O(bmkm+1). Notice that when the tree
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is balanced (namely, each internal node has exactly two child nodes) the bound
can be improved to Tm = O((n=b)km+1), since n = O(bm+1). 2.

The bound suggests a graph-based ordering heuristic: use a DFS ordering
having a minimal depth. Unfortunately, like many other graph parameters we
will encounter, �nding a minimal depth DFS tree is NP-hard. Nevertheless,
knowing what we should be minimizing may lead to useful heuristics.

It can be shown that graph-based backjumping can be bounded for a larger
class of variable orderings, not only DFS ones. To do so a few more graph-based
concepts have to be introduced.

De�nition 9 (width, tree-width) Given a graph (G) over nodes X = fx1; :::; xng,
and an ordering d = x1; :::; xn, the width of a node in the ordered graph is the
number of its earlier neighbors. The width of an ordering is the maximal width
of all its nodes along the ordering, and the width of the graph is the minimum
width over all its orderings. The induced ordered graph of G, denoted G�

o is
the ordered graph obtained by connecting all earlier neighbors of xi going in re-
verse order of o. The induced width of this ordered graph, denoted w�(o), is
the maximal number of earlier neighbors each node has in G�

o. The minimal
induced width over all the graph's orderings is the induced width w�. A related
well known parameter, called the tree-width [Arn85] of the graph, equals the
induced-width plus one. For more information, see [DP87].

Example 8. Consider the graph in Figure 7a ordered along d1 = x1; :::; x7.
The width of this ordering is 4 since this is the width of node x7. On the other
hand the width of x7 in the ordering d2 = x1; x7; x4; x5; x6; x2; x3 is just 1. and
the width of ordering d2 is just 2 (Figure 7c). The induced graph along d1 is
given in Figure 7b. The added arcs, connecting earlier neighbors while going
from x7 towards x1, are denoted by broken lines. Note that the induced width
of node x5 changes from 1 to 4. The induced width of ordering d1 remains 4.

It can be shown that DFS orderings of induced graphs also allow bounding
backjumping's complexity as a function of the depth of a corresponding DFS
tree. Let d be a DFS ordering of the induced graph G� of G, created along an
arbitrary ordering, and let m�

d be the depth of this DFS ordering of G�.

Theorem 5 Let m�
d be the depth of a DFS tree traversal of some induced graph

G�. The complexity of graph-based backjumping using ordering d of a constraint
problem having a constraint graph G, is O(exp(m�

d)).

A proof, that uses somewhat di�erent terminology and derivation, is given
in [BM96].

The virtue of the above Theorem is in allowing a larger set of orderings,
each yielding a bound on backjumping's performance as a function of its DFS
tree-depth, to be considered. Since it can be shown that every DFS traversal
of G is also a DFS traveral of its induced graph along d, G�

d, DFS orderings
are included (in the set of DFS orderings of all induced graph). Thus, this may
lead to better orderings having better bounds for backjumping.
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4.4 Conict-directed backjumping

The two ideas, jumping back to a variable that, as instantiated, is in conict with
the current variable, and jumping back at internal dead-ends, can be integrated
into a single algorithm, the conict-directed backjumping algorithm [Pro93a].
This algorithm uses the scheme we have outlined for graph-based backjumping
but, rather than using graph information, exploits information gathered during
search. For each variable, the algorithm maintains an induced jumpback set.

Given a dead-end tuple ~ai, we de�ne next the jumpback set of ~ai (or of
xi+1) as the variables participating in ~ai's earliest minimal conict set. Conict-
directed backjumping includes a variable in the jumpback set if its current value
conicts with a value of the current variable which was not in conict with any
earlier variable assignment.

De�nition 10 (earliest minimal conict set) Let ~ai be a dead-end tuple
whose dead-end variable is xi+1. We denote by emc(~ai) the earliest minimal
conict set of ~ai and by par(~ai) the set of variables appearing in emc(~ai). For-
mally, the emc is generated by selecting its members from ~ai in increasing order.
Assume that (ai1 ; :::; aij) were the �rst j members selected. Then, the �rst value
appearing after aij in ~ai that is inconsistent with a value of xi+1 that was not
ruled out by (ai1 ; :::; aij), will be included in emc.

De�nition 11 (jumpback set) The jumpback set of a dead-end ~ai is de�ned
to include the par(~aj) of all the dead-ends ~aj , j � i, that occurred in the current
session of xi. Formally,

Ji =
[
fpar(~aj)j~aj dead� end in x0is sessiong

The variables par(~ai) play the role of ancestors in the graphical scheme while
Ji plays the role of induced ancestors. However, rather than being elicited from
the graph, they are dependent on the particular value instantiation and are
uncovered during search. Consequently, using the same arguments as in the
graph-based case, it is possible to show that:

Proposition 3 Given a dead-end tuple ~ai, the latest variable in its jumpback
set Ji is the culprit, namely, the earliest variable that is safe to jump back to.
2

Algorithm conict-directed backjumping is presented in Figure 8. It com-
putes the jumpback sets for each variable. In summary,

Proposition 4 Algorithm conict-directed backjumping jumps back to the latest
variable in the dead-end's jumpback set, and therefore it is optimal. 2.

Example 9. Consider the problem of Figure 3 using ordering d1 = x1; :::; x7.
Given the dead-end at x7 and the assignment ~a6 = (blue; green; red; red; blue; red),
the jumpback set is (x1 = blue; x3 = red) since it accounts for eliminating all
the values of x7. Therefore, algorithm conict-directed backjumping jumps to
x3. Since x3 is an internal dead-end whose own emc set is fx1g, the jumpback
set of x3 includes just x1, and the algorithm jumps again, back to x1.
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procedure conflict-directed-backjumping
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or a decision that the network is inconsistent.

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

Ji  ; (initialize conict set)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue

if xi is null (no value was returned)
i-prev  i
i highest index in Ji (backjump)
Ji  Ji [ Ji�prev � fxig

else
i i + 1 (step forward)
D0
i  Di

Ji  ;
end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-cbj
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

consistent  true
k  1
while k < i and consistent

if ~ak conicts with (xi; a)
add xk to Ji
consistent  false

else
k  k + 1

end while
if consistent

return a
end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 8: The conict-directed backjumping algorithm.
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4.5 i-Backjumping

The notion of a conict set is based on a simple restriction: we identify conicts
of a single variable only. What if we lift this restriction so that we can look
a little further ahead? For example, when backtracking instantiates variables
in its forward phase, what happens if it instantiates two variables at the same
time?

In Section 6, we will discuss various attempts at looking ahead. However,
at this point, we wish to mention a very restricted type of look-ahead that can
be incorporated naturally into backjumping. We de�ne a set of parameterized
backjumping algorithms, called i-backjumping algorithms, where i indexes the
number of variables consulted in the forward phase. All algorithms use jumping
back optimally at both leaf and internal dead-ends, as follows. Given an or-
dering of the variables, instantiate them one at a time as does conict-directed
backjumping; note that conict-directed backjumping is 1-backjumping. How-
ever, when selecting a new value for the next variable, make sure the new value
is both consistent with past instantiation, and consistently extendable by the
next i�1 variables. This computation will be performed at any node and can be
exploited to generate more re�ned conict sets than in 1-backjumping, namely,
conict sets whose no-goods conict with i future variables. This leads to the
concept of level-i conict sets. A tuple ~aj is a level-i conict set if it is not con-
sistently extendable by the next i variables. Once a dead-end is identi�ed by
i-backjumping, its associated conict set is a level-i conict set. The algorithm
can assemble the earliest level-i conict set and jump to the latest variable in
this set exactly as done in 1-backjumping. The balance between computation
overhead at each node and the savings on node generation should be studied
empirically.

5 Learning Algorithms

The earliest minimal conict set of De�nition 10 is a no-good explicated by
search and is used to focus backjumping. However, this same no-good may be
rediscovered again and again while the algorithm explores di�erent paths in the
search space. By making this no-good explicit, in the form of a new constraint,
we can make sure that the algorithm will not rediscover it and, moreover, that
it may be used for pruning the search space. This technique, called constraint
recording, is behind the learning algorithms described in this section [Dec90].

By learning we mean recording potentially useful information as that infor-
mation becomes known to the problem-solver during the solution process. The
information recorded is deduced from the input and involves neither generaliza-
tion nor errors. An opportunity to learn (or infer) new constraints is presented
whenever the backtracking algorithm encounters a dead-end, namely, when the
current instantiation ~ai = (a1; :::; ai) is a conict set of xi+1. Had the problem
included an explicit constraint prohibiting this conict set, the dead-end would
never have been reached. The learning procedure records a new constraint that
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makes explicit an incompatibility that already existed implicitly in a given set
of variable assignments. There is no point, however, in recording at this stage
the conict set ~ai itself as a constraint, because under the backtracking control
strategy the current state will not recur.1 Yet, when ~ai contains one or more
subsets that are in conict with xi+1, recording these smaller conict sets as
constraints may prove useful in the continued search; future states may contain
these conict sets, and they exclude larger conict sets as well.2

With the goal of speeding up search, the target of learning is to identify
conict sets that are as small as possible, namely, minimal. As noted above, one
obvious candidate is the earliest minimal conict set, which is identi�ed anyway
for conict-directed backjumping. Alternatively, if only graph information is
used, the graph-based conict set could be identi�ed and recorded. Another
(extreme) option is to learn and record all the minimal conict sets associated
with the current dead-end.

In learning algorithms, the savings from possibly reducing the amount of
search by �nding out earlier that a given path cannot lead to a solution must
be balanced against the costs of processing at each node generation a more
extensive database of constraints.3

Learning algorithms may be characterized by the way they identify smaller
conict sets. Learning can be deep or shallow. Deep learning records only the
minimal conict sets. Shallow learning allows recording of nonminimal conict
sets as well. Learning algorithms may also be characterized by how they bound
the arity of the constraints recorded. Constraints involving many variables are
less frequently applicable, require more space to store, and are more expensive
to consult than constraints having fewer variables. The algorithm may record a
single no-good or multiple no-goods per dead-end, and it may allow learning at
leaf dead-ends only or at internal dead-ends as well.

We present three types of learning: graph-based learning, deep learning,
and jumpback learning. Each of these can be further restricted by bounding
the maximum arity of the constraints recorded, referred to as bounded learning.
These algorithms exemplify the main alternatives, although there are numer-
ous possible variations, each of which may be suitable for a particular class of
instances.

5.1 Graph-based learning

Graph-based learning uses the same methods as graph-based backjumping to
identify a no-good, namely, information on conicts is derived from the con-

1Recording this constraint may be useful if the same initial set of constraints is expected

to be queried in the future.
2The type of learning discussed here can be viewed as explanation-based learning, in which

learning can be done by recording an explanation or a proof for some concept of interest. The

target concept in this case is a no-good whose proof is the conict set, and the algorithm

records a summary of this proof.
3We make the assumption that the computer program represents constraints internally by

storing the invalid combinations. Thus, increasing the number of no-goods through learning

will increase the size of the data structure and slow down retrieval.
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Figure 9: A small CSP. The constraints are: x3 < x1; x3 < x2; x3 < x5; x3 <
x4; x4 < x5. The allowed pairs are shown on each arc.

straint graph alone. Given an i-leaf dead-end (a1; :::; ai), those subsets of values
associated with the ancestors of xi+1 are identi�ed and included in the conict
set.

Example 10. Suppose we try to solve the problem in Figure 9 along the
ordering d = x1; x2; x3; x4; x5. After instantiating x1= 2; x2= 2; x3= 1; x4= 2,
the dead-end at x5 will cause graph-based learning to record the conict set
(x3=1; x4=2) since x3 and x4 are both connected with x5 (while x1 and x2 are
not) and since this is a conict set discovered by graph-based backjumping.

The complexity of learning at each dead-end, in this case, is O(n), since each
variable is connected to at most n�1 earlier variables. To augment graph-based
backjumping with graph-based learning, we add a line to the based algorithm
specifying that a new constraint, or a new tuple in an existing constraint, should
be recorded after each dead-end; see Figure 10).

5.2 Deep learning

Identifying and recording only minimal conict sets constitutes deep learning.
Discovering all minimal conict sets means acquiring all the possible information
out of a dead-end. For the problem in Figure 9, deep learning will record the
minimal conict set (x4=2) instead of the nonminimal conict set recorded by
graph-based learning. Although this form of learning is the most informative,
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procedure graph-based-backjumping-learning
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or a decision that the network is inconsistent.

compute anc(xi) for each xi (see De�nition 6 in text)
i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (make a copy of domain)

Ii  anc(xi) (copy of anc() that can change)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue

if xi is null (no value was returned)
record (~ai)Ii as a nogood
i-prev  i
i highest in Ii (backjump)
Ii  Ii [ Ii�prev � fxig

else
i i + 1
D0
i  Di

Ii  anc(xi)
end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

Figure 10: The graph-based-backjumping-learning algorithm. The only change
is the addition of the line beginning with \record". (~ai)Ii denotes the projection
of ~ai over the subset of variables in Ii. The selectValue subprocedure is the
same as backtracking's and graph-based-backjumping's.
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its cost is prohibitive if we want all minimal conict sets and in the worst case,
exponential in the size of the initial conict set. If r is the cardinality of the
graph-based conict set, we can envision a worst case where all the subsets of
size r=2 are minimal conict sets. The number of such minimal conict sets will
be �

r
1
2r

�
�= 2r;

which amounts to exponential time and space complexity at each dead-end.
Discovering all minimal conict sets can be implemented by enumeration: �rst,
recognize all conict sets of one element; then, all those of two elements; and
so on. In general, given that all minimal conict sets of size 1; :::; i� 1 were
recognized, �nd all the size-i conict sets that do not contain any smaller conict
sets.

5.3 Jumpback learning

To avoid the explosion in time and space of full deep learning one may settle
for identifying just one conict set, minimal relative to pre�x conict sets. The
obvious candidate is the jumpback set for leaf and internal dead-ends as it was
explicated by conict-directed backjumping. Jumpback learning [FD94a] uses
this jumpback set as the conict set. Because the conict set is calculated by
the underlying backjumping algorithm, the complexity of computing the conict
set is constant.

Example 11. For the problem in Example 10 jumpback learning will record
(x3=1; x4=2) as a new constraint upon a dead-end at x5. The algorithm selects
these two variables because it �rst looks at x3= 1 and notes that x3 conicts
with x5=1. Then, proceeding to x4= 2, the algorithm notes that x4 conicts
with x5=2. At this point, all values of x5 have been ruled out, so the conict
set is complete. It will record the same conict set as graph-based learning.

In general, graph-based learning records the largest size constraints, and deep
learning records the smallest. The virtues of graph-based learning are mainly
theoretical; we do not advocate using this algorithm in practice since jumpback
learning is always more powerful. Neither do we recommend using deep learning,
because its cost is usually prohibitive. Algorithm backjumping-learning, which
augments conict-directed backjumping with learning, is presented in Figure
12. The selectValue-cbj subprocedure is not changed and is therefore not
repeated in Figure 12, but with learning it must consult all constraints, both
original and learned.

5.4 Bounded learning

Each learning algorithm can be compounded with a restriction on the size of the
conicts learned. When conict sets of size greater than i are ignored, we get i-
order graph-based learning, i-order jumpback learning, or i-order deep learning.
When restricting the arity of the recorded constraint to i, the bounded learning
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algorithm has an overhead complexity that is time and space exponentially
bounded by i.

In Figure 11 we present the search space of the problem in Figure 9 explicated
by naive backtracking and by backtracking augmented with graph-based second-
order learning; all the branches below the cut lines in Figure 11 will be generated
by the former but not by the latter.

5.5 Relevance bounded learning

An alternative to bounding the size of learned nogoods is to bound the learning
process by discarding nogoods that appear to be no longer relevant, by some
measure.

De�nition 12 (i-relevant) [BM96] A nogood is i-relevant if it di�ers from
the current partial assignment by at most i variable-value pairs.

De�nition 13 (i'th order relevance bounded learning) [BM96] An i'th or-
der relevance bounded learning scheme maintains only those learned nogoods that
are i-relevant.

Ginsberg's dynamic backtracking algorithm [Gin93] employs a similar notion
of keeping only learned nogoods that are most likely to be consulted in the near
future search.

5.6 Complexity of backtracking with learning

We will now show that graph-based learning yields a useful complexity bound on
the backtracking algorithm's performance parameterized by the induced width
w�. Graph-based learning is the most conservative learning algorithm (when
excluding arity restrictions) so its complexity bound will be applicable to all
the corresponding variants of learning discussed here.

Theorem 6 Let d be an ordering of a constraint graph, and let w�(d) be its
induced width. Any backtracking algorithm using ordering d with graph-based

learning has a space complexity of O((nk)w*(d)+1) and a time complexity of

O((2nk)w*(d)+1), where n is the number of variables and k bounds the domain
sizes.

Proof: Graph-based learning has a one-to-one correspondence between dead-
ends and conict sets. It is easy to see that backtracking with graph-based
learning along d records conict sets of size w�(d) or less. Therefore the number
of dead-ends is bounded by

w*(d)X
i=1

(
n
i
)ki = O((nk)w*(d)+1)
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Figure 11: Search space explicated by backtracking, without and with second-
order learning.
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procedure conflict-directed-backjumping-learning
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or a decision that the network is inconsistent.

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

Ji  ; (initialize conict set)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue

if xi is null (no value was returned)
record Ji and corresponding values as a nogood
i-prev  i
i highest index in Ji (backjump)
Ji  Ji [ Ji�prev � fxig

else
i i + 1 (step forward)
D0
i  Di

Ji  ;
end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

Figure 12: The conict-directed-backjumping-learning algorithm. The only
change is the addition of the line beginning with \record".
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This gives the space complexity. Since deciding that a dead-end occurred re-
quires testing all constraints de�ned over the dead-end variable and at most

w�(d) prior variables, at most O(2w*(d)) constraints are checked per dead-end,

yielding a time complexity bound of O((2nk)w*(d+1)). 2
Recall that the time complexity of graph-based backjumping is bounded

by O(exp(m�
d)), where m�

d is the depth of a DFS tree of the corresponding
ordered induced graph, while the algorithm requires only linear space. Clearly,
m�
d � w�(d). It can be shown [BM96] that for any graph m�

d � logn � w�(d).
Therefore, to reduce the time bound of graph-based backjumping by a factor of
logn, we need to invest O(exp(w�(d)) in space, augmenting backjumping with
learning.

5.7 Backmarking

Backmarking [Gas79] is a cacheing-type algorithm that focuses on lowering the
cost of node generation. It reduces the number of consistency checks required
to generate each node, without trying to prune the search space itself.

By keeping track of where consistency checks failed in the past, backmarking
can eliminate the need to repeat, unnecessarily, previously performed checks.
We describe the algorithmas an improvement to a naive backtracking algorithm.

Recall that a backtracking algorithm moves either forward or backward in
the search space. Suppose that the current variable is xi and that xp is the
earliest variable in the ordering which changed its value since the last visit to
xi. Clearly, any testing of values of xi against variables preceding xp will produce
the same results: If failed against earlier instantiations, it will fail again; if it
succeeded earlier, it will succeed again. Therefore, by maintaining the right
information from earlier parts of the search, values in the domain of xi can
either be recognized immediately as inconsistent or else be tested only against
prior instantiations starting from xp on. Backmarking implements this idea by
maintaining two new tables. First, for each variable xi and for each of its values
av, backmarking remembers the earliest prior variable xp such that the current
partial instantiation ~ap conicted with xi = av. This information is maintained
in a table with elementsMi;v. (Note that this assumes that constraints involving
earlier variables are tested before those involving later variables.) If xi = av is
consistent with all earlier partial instantiations ~aj , j < i, then Mi;v = i. For
instance, M10;2 = 4 means that ~a4 as instantiated was found inconsistent with
x10 = a2 and that ~a1;~a2, and ~a3 did not conict with X10 = a2. The second
table, with elements lowi, records the earliest variable that has changed value
since the last time xi was instantiated. This information is put to use at every
step of node generation. If Mi;v is less than lowi, then the algorithm knows
that the variable pointed to by Mi;v did not change and that xi = av will fail
again when checked against ~aMi;v

, so no further consistency checking is needed
at this node. If Mi;v is greater than or equal to lowi, then xi = av is consistent
with ~aj, for all j < lowi, and those checks can be skipped. The algorithm is
presented in Figure 13.
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procedure backmarking
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

Mi;v  0; lowi  0 for all i and v (initialize tables)
i 1 (initialize variable counter)
D0
i  Di (copy domain)

while 1 � i � n
instantiate xi  selectValue-backmarking

if xi is null (no value was returned)
for all j; i < j � n, (update low of future variables)

if i < lowj

lowj  i
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
i i + 1 (step forward)
D0
i  Di

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-backmarking
remove from D0

i all av for which Mi;v < lowi

while D0
i is not empty

select an arbitrary element av 2 D0
i, and remove av from D0

i

consistent  true
k  lowi

while k < i and consistent
if ~ak conicts with (xi; av)

Mi;v  k
consistent  false

else
k  k + 1

end while
if consistent

Mi;v  i
return av

end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 13: The backmarking algorithm.
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Example 12. Consider again the example in Figure 3, and assume backmarking
uses ordering d1. Once the �rst dead-end is encountered at variable x7 (see
the search space in Figure 4), table M has the following values: M (1; blue) =
1;M (2; green) = 2;M (3; blue) = 1;M (3; red) = 3 M (4; blue) = 1;M (4; red) =
4;M (5; blue) = 5;M (6; green) = 2;M (6; red) = 6;M (7; red) = 3;M (7; blue) =
1. Upon backtracking from x7 to x6, low(7) = 6 and x6 = teal is assigned. When
trying to instantiate a new value for x7, the algorithm notices that the M values
are smaller than low(7) for both values of x7 (red, blue) and, consequently,
both values can be determined to be inconsistent without performing any other
consistency checks.

Theorem 7 The search space explored by backtracking and backmarking is iden-
tical when given the same variable ordering and value ordering. The cost of node
expansion by backmarking is always equal to or smaller than the cost of node
expansion by backtracking.

Proof: Clearly, although backmarking does no pruning of the search space,
it does replace a certain number of consistency checks with table look-ups and
table updating. The cost of table updating for each node generation is constant.
The overall extra space required is O(n � k), where n is the number of variables
and k the number of values. For each new node generated, one table look-up
may replace O(n) consistency tests. 2

All of the enhancements to backtracking introduced so far are compatible
with backmarking as long as the variable ordering remains �xed.

6 Look-ahead Strategies

6.1 Combining backtracking and constraint propagation

CSP search algorithms can combine backtracking and local constraint prop-
agation, by applying a consistency enforcing procedure to the uninstantiated
variables. This combination is known as \looking ahead." Extending a partial
instantiation may induce constraints on the remaining variables, and making
these constraints explicit may reduce the amount of backtracking search re-
quired. Of course, actions conditioned on a partial instantiation will have to be
undone if the partial instantiation becomes no longer current due to backtrack-
ing.

Example 13. Consider the coloring problem in Figure 3, and assume that
variable x1 is �rst in the ordering and is assigned the value red. A look-ahead
procedure notes that the value red in the domains of x3, x4, and x7 is incom-
patible with the partial instantiation, and provisionally removes those values.
A more extensive look-ahead procedure may then note that x3 and x7 are con-
nected and are now left with incompatible values; each variable has the domain
fblueg and the problem, with x1 = red, is therefore not arc-consistent. The
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procedure revise(m;n)
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng; a partial instatiation ~ai; and two variable indices m and n.
Output: Modi�ed D0

m.
for each value a in D0

m

if there is no value b 2 D0
n such that (~ai; xm = a; xn = b) is consistent

remove a from D0
m

end procedure

Figure 14: The revise procedure.

implication is that assigning red to x1 will inevitably lead to a dead-end, and
thus this assignment should be rejected.

While look-ahead strategies incur an extra cost after each instantiation, they
can provide several bene�ts. First, by removing from each future variable's do-
main all values that are not consistent with the partial instantiation, they elimi-
nate the need to test values of the current variable for consistency with previous
variables. A corollary bene�t is that if all values of an uninstantiated variable
are removed by the look-ahead procedure, then the current instantiation cannot
be part of a solution and the algorithm can backtrack. Consequently, dead-ends
occur earlier in the search, and users of CSP algorithms often note much smaller
search spaces when look-ahead is employed. In general, the stronger the level
of constraint propagation, the smaller the search space explored and the higher
the computational overhead. Another bene�t of look-ahead is that the sizes of
the uninstantiated variable domains can be used to guide the selection of the
variable and value to choose next; we return to this topic later in the section.

6.2 Look-ahead algorithms

Look-ahead strategies that employ local consistency procedures have the same
exponential worst-case time bounds as backtracking. If the look-ahead proce-
dure is based on arc-consistency or a weaker form of consistency, then the space
requirements are no more than maintaining the D0 sets. The key issue is deter-
mining experimentally a cost-e�ective balance between look-ahead's accuracy
and its overhead. We de�ne four levels of look-ahead. Each employs the re-
vise [Mac77] subprocedure for enforcing the arc-consistency of the constraint
between two variables. Our version of revise, in Figure 14, di�ers from the
standard presentation in that in includes the current partial instantiation ~ai in
the test for consistency. This is important when the procedure is used during
search.

� Forward checking [HE80]. This approach, which is described in Figure 15,
does the most limited form of constraint propagation. Forward checking
propagates separately the e�ect of a tentative value selection to each of
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procedure forward-checking
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

D0
i  Di for 1 � i � n (copy all domains)

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue-forward-checking

if xi is null (no value was returned)
reset each D0 set to its value before xi was last instantiated
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
i i + 1 (step forward)

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-forward-checking
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

empty-domain  false
for all k, i < k � n

revise(k; i)
if D0

k is empty (xi = a leads to a dead-end)
empty-domain  true

if empty-domain (don't select a)
reset each D0

k; i < k � n to value before a was selected
else

return a
end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 15: The forward checking algorithm.
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the future variables. If, as a result of calling revise the domain of one
of these future variables becomes empty, the value is not selected and the
next candidate value is tried.

� Arc-consistency look ahead. This category includes backtracking based
algorithms which enforce arc-consistency on the uninstantiated variables
after each assignment of a value to the current variable. If the unin-
stantiated variables are not arc-consistent, namely, during the process a
variable's domain becomes empty, then the value is rejected. Several arc-
consistency enforcing algorithms have been developed; we do not specify
which version should be used in Figure 16.

� Full looking ahead [HE80]. The additional processing, beyond forward
checking, done by full looking ahead is a limited form of arc-consistency, in
which each value in the domains of future variables is only once processed
and considered for removal. To illustrate how full looking ahead works,
suppose there are three future variables, x25 with current domain fa; bg,
x26 with current domain fa; bg and x27 with current domain fbg. Also
suppose there is an inequality constraint (as in graph coloring) between
x25 and x26 and between x26 and x27. Full looking ahead will process x25
and reject neither of its values, since they both have a compatible value in
the domain of x26. When full looking ahead processes x26, it removes the
value b because there is no allowablematch for b in the domain of x27. Arc-
consistency would later go back and remove a from x25's domain, because
it no longer has a consistent match in x26's domain, but full looking ahead
does not do this.

� Directional arc-consistency look-ahead; Partial looking ahead [HE80]. These
approaches perform forward-checking style look-ahead and then do addi-
tional arc-consistency checking based on performing revise on each future
variable and those that follow it in the ordering. Partial looking ahead
is outlined in Figure 17. Directional arc-consistency look-ahead, based
on [DP87], is identical except for the order in which revise is performed
between pairs of future variables.

Our list of look-ahead techniques is not meant to be exhaustive. In par-
ticular, a search algorithm could enforce a higher degree of consistency than
arc-consistency after each instantiation. Although applying arc-consistency was
highly successful on a class of vision instances [Wal75], the more extensive vari-
eties of look-ahead have received less attention. This may be due, in part, to the
negative conclusions about full looking ahead reached in [HE80]: \The checks of
future with future units do not discover inconsistencies often enough to justify
the large number of tests required." More recent work has shown that as larger
and more di�cult problems are experimented with, higher levels of look-ahead
become more useful. The balance between overhead and pruning is studied in
[FD95, SF94, Bak95, Fro97].

We next present a relationship between forward-checking and the simplest
form of backjumping.
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procedure arc-consistency-looking-ahead
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

D0
i  Di for 1 � i � n (copy all domains)

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue-arc-consistency

if xi is null (no value was returned)
reset each D0 set to its value before xi was last instantiated
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
i i + 1 (step forward)

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-arc-consistency
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

apply arc-consistency to all uninstantiated variables
if any future domain is empty(don't select a)

reset each D0
k; i < k � n to value before a was selected

else
return a

end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 16: The forward checking algorithm with arc-consistency enforcing after
each instantiation. The selectValue-forward-checking subprocedure is
the same as speci�ed in Figure 15. The arc-consistency subprocedure is not
speci�ed; it can remove values from D0 sets, and if a D0 set becomes empty it
informs the main routine that the future variables are not arc-consistent.
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procedure partial-look-ahead
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

D0
i  Di for 1 � i � n (copy all domains)

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue-pla

if xi is null (no value was returned)
reset each D0 set to its value before xi was last instantiated
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
i i + 1 (step forward)

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

procedure selectValue-pla
while D0

i is not empty
select an arbitrary element a 2 D0

i, and remove a from D0
i

empty-domain  false
for all k, i < k � n

revise(k; i)
if D0

k is empty (xi = a leads to a dead-end)
empty-domain  true

for all j, i < j � n (further look-ahead: compare)
for all k, j < k � n (each future variable with later ones)

revise(j; k)
if D0

j is empty (xi = a leads to a dead-end)
empty-domain  true

if empty-domain (don't select a)
reset each D0

k; i < k � n to value before a was selected
else

return a
end while
return null (no consistent value)

end procedure

Figure 17: The partial looking ahead algorithm.
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Proposition 5 [KvB97] When using the same variable ordering, Gaschnig's
backjumping always explores every node explored by forward-checking. 2.

We end this section by presenting a relationship between the structure of
the constraint graph and some forms of look-aheads.

De�nition 14 (cycle-cutset) Given an undirected graph, a subset of nodes
in the graph is called a cycle-cutset if its removal results in a graph having no
cycles.

Proposition 6 A constraint problem whose graph has a cycle-cutset of size c
can be solved by partial look-ahead algorithm in time of O((n� c) � kc+2).

Proof: Once a variable is instantiated, the ow of interaction through this
variable is terminated. This can be expressed graphically by deleting the corre-
sponding variable from the constraint graph. Therefore, once a set of variables
that forms a cycle-cutset is instantiated, the remaining problem can be per-
ceived as a tree. A tree can be solved by directional arc-consistency, and there-
fore partial look-ahead performing directional arc-consistency at each node is
guaranteed to solve the problem if the cycle-cutset variables initiate the search
ordering. Since there are kc possible instantiations of the cutset variables, and
since each remaining tree is solved in (n � c)k2, the complexity follows. For
more details see [Dec90]. 2

6.3 Look-ahead for variable and value selection

Variable ordering has a tremendous e�ect on the size of the search space. Em-
pirical and theoretical studies have shown that there are several e�ective static
orderings that result in smaller search spaces [DM94]. In particular, the min-
width ordering and the max-cardinality ordering, both of which use information
from the constraint graph, are quite e�ective. The min-width heuristic orders
the variables from last to �rst by selecting, at each stage, a variable in the con-
straint graph that connects to the minimal number of variables that have not
been selected yet. The max-cardinality heuristic selects an arbitrary �rst vari-
able, and then, in each successive step, selects as the next a variable connected
to a maximal set of the variables already selected.

When employing variable orderings that are decided dynamically during
search, the objective is to select as the next variable the one that most constrains
the remainder of the search space. Given a current partial solution ~ai, we wish
to determine the domain values for each future variable that are consistent with
~ai and likely to lead to a solution. The fewer such candidates, the stronger the
selected variable's expected pruning power. We may estimate the domain sizes
of future variables using the various levels of look-ahead propagation discussed
above. Such methods are called dynamic variable ordering (DVO) strategies.

Using forward checking, which does the least amount of look-ahead, has
proven cost e�ective in many empirical studies.4 We call this weak form of DVO

4As far as we know, no empirical testing has been carried out for full looking ahead or

partial looking ahead based variable orderings.
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procedure DVFC
Input: A constraint network with variables fx1; : : : ; xng and domains
fD1; : : : ; Dng.
Output: Either a solution, or noti�cation that the network is inconsistent.

D0
i  Di for 1 � i � n (copy all domains)

i 1 (initialize variable counter)
while 1 � i � n

instantiate xi  selectValue-forward-checking

if xi is null (no value was returned)
reset each D0 set to its value before xi was last instantiated
i i � 1 (backtrack)

else
if i < n

s = mini<j�n jD
0
jj (�nd future var with smallest domain)

rearrange variables so that xs follows xi
i i + 1 (step forward to xs)

end while
if i = 0

return \inconsistent"
else

return instantiated values of fx1; : : : ; xng
end procedure

Figure 18: The DVFC algorithm. It uses the selectValue-forward-

checking subprocedure given in Fig. 15.

dynamic variable forward-checking (DVFC), since it is based on the forward-
checking level of constraint propagation. Given a state ~ai = (a1; :::; ai), the
algorithm updates the domain of each future variable,D0

j , to include only values
consistent with ~ai. Then, a variable with a domain of minimal size is selected. If
any future variable has an empty domain, it is moved to be next in the ordering,
and a dead-end will occur when the next variable becomes the current variable.
The algorithm is described in Figure 18.

Example 14. Consider again the example in Figure 3. Initially, all variables
have domain size of 2 or more. We pick x7 whose domain size is 2, and choose
value x7 = blue. Propagating this choice to each future variable restricts the
domains of x3; x4, and x5 to single values. We select x3, assign it its only
possible value, red, and propagate this assignment, which adds variable x1 to
the variables with a singleton domain. We choose x1 and its only consistent
value, red. At this point, after propagating this choice, we see that x4 has an
empty domain. We select this variable, recognize it as a dead-end and backtrack.

The information gleaned during the look-ahead phase can also be used to
guide value selection [DP87, SF90, Gee92, FD95]. Of course, all look-ahead
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algorithms perform a coarse version of value selection when they reject values
that are shown to lead to a future dead-end, but a more re�ned approach that
ranks the values of the current variable has been shown to be useful.

The look-ahead value ordering (LVO) algorithm [FD95] is based on forward
checking. Instead of accepting the �rst value for the current variable that is
not shown to lead to a dead-end, LVO tentatively instantiates each value of
the current variable, and examines the e�ects of a forward checking style look-
ahead on the domains of future variables. (Each instantiation and its e�ects
are retracted before the next instantiation is made.) LVO uses a heuristic to
transform this information into a ranking of the values. Experimental results
indicate that the cost of performing the additional look-ahead is not justi�ed on
smaller and easier problems, but can be extremely useful on particularly hard
problems.

6.4 Implementation and complexity

The cost of node expansion when implementing a look-ahead strategy can be
controlled if certain information is cached and maintained. One possibility is to
maintain for each variable a table containing viable values relative to the partial
solution currently being assembled. When testing a new value of the current
variable or after committing to a value for the current variable, the tables will
tentatively be updated, once constraint propagation has been applied. This
strategy requires an additionalO(n�k) space, and the cost of node generation will
be O(ed �k), where ed bounds the number of constraints mentioning each variable
and k is the domain size. Still, whenever a dead-end occurs, the algorithm has
to recompute the tables associated with the state in the search to which the
algorithm retracted. This operation may require O(n � ed � k) consistency tests.

A more sophisticated approach is to keep a table of pruned domains for each
variable and for each level in the search tree. This results in additional space of
O(n2 � k). Upon reaching a dead-end, the algorithm jumps back to a particular
node (and a particular level in the search tree) and uses the tables maintained at
that level. Consequently, the only cost of nodes generation is that of updating
the table. The time complexity of this operation is bounded by O(ed � k).

7 Historical Remarks

Most current work on improving backtracking algorithms for solving constraint
satisfaction problems use Bitner and Reingold's formulation of the algorithm
[BR75]. One of the early and still one of the most inuential ideas for im-
proving backtracking's performance on constraint satisfaction problems was in-
troduced by Waltz [Wal75]. Waltz demonstrated that often, when constraint
propagation in the form of arc-consistency is applied to a two-dimensional line-
drawing interpretation, the problem can be solved without encountering any
dead-ends. This led to the development of various consistency-enforcing algo-
rithms such as arc-, path- and k-consistency [Mon74, Mac77, Fre78]. However,
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Golomb and Baumert [GB65] may have been the �rst to informally describe
this idea. Following Waltz's work and Montanari's seminal work on constraint
networks [Mon74], Mackworth [Mac77] proposed interleaving backtracking with
more general local consistency algorithms, and consistency techniques are used
in Lauriere's Alice system [Lau78]. Explicit algorithms employing this idea have
been given by Gaschnig [Gas79], who described a backtracking algorithm that
incorporates arc-consistency; McGregor [McG79], who described backtracking
combined with forward-checking, which is a truncated form of arc-consistency;
Haralick and Elliott [HE80], who also added various look-ahead methods; and
Nadel [Nad89], who discussed backtracking combined with many variations of
partial arc-consistency. Gaschnig [Gas78] has compared Waltz-style look-ahead
backtracking with look-back improvements that he introduced, such as back-
jumping and backmarking. In his empirical evaluation, he showed that on
n-queen problems and on randomly generated problems of small size, back-
marking appears to be the superior method. Haralick and Elliot [HE80] have
done a relatively comprehensive study of look-ahead and look-back methods,
in which they compared the performance of the various methods on n-queen
problems and on randomly generated instances. Based on their empirical evalu-
ation, they concluded that forward-checking, the algorithm that uses the weak-
est form of constraint propagation, is superior. This conclusion was maintained
until very recently; when larger and more di�cult problem classes were tested
[SF94, FD95, FD96]. Empirical evaluation of backtracking with dynamic vari-
able ordering on the n-queen problem, was reported by [SS86]. Forward-checking
lost its superiority on many problem instances, to full look-ahead and other
stronger looking-ahead, variants. In the context of solving propositional sat-
is�ability, Logemann, Davis and Loveland [DLL62] introduced a backtracking
algorithm that uses look-aheads for variable selection in the form of unit reso-
lution, which is similar to arc-consistency. To date, this algorithm is perceived
as one of the most successful procedures for that task. Analytical average-case
analysis for some backtracking algorithms has been pursued for satis�ability
[Pur83] and for constraint satisfaction [HE80, Nud83, Nad90].

Researchers in the logic-programming community have tried to improve a
backtracking algorithm used for interpreting logic programs. Their improve-
ments, known under the umbrella name intelligent backtracking, focused on a
limited amount of backjumping and constraint recording [Bru81]. The truth-
maintenance systems area also has contributed to improvingbacktracking. Stall-
man and Sussman [SS77] were the �rst to mention no-good recording, and
their idea gave rise to look-back type algorithms, called dependency-directed
backtracking algorithms, that include both backjumping and no-good recording
[McA90].

Later, Freuder [Fre82] and Dechter and Pearl [DP87, Dec90] introduced
graph-based methods for improving both the look-ahead and the look-back
methods of backtracking. In particular, advice generation, a look-ahead value
selection method that prefers a value if it leads to more solutions as estimated
from a tree relaxation, was proposed [DP87]. Dechter [Dec90] also described
the graph-based variant of backjumping, which was followed by conict-directed
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backjumping [Pro93b]. Other graph-based methods include graph-based learn-
ing (i.e., constraint recording) as well as the cycle-cutset scheme [Dec90]. The
complexity of these methods is bounded by graph parameters: Dechter and Pearl
[DP87] developed the induced-width bound on learning algorithms and Dechter
[Dec90] showed that the cycle-cutset size, bounds some look-ahead methods.
Frueder and Quinn [FQ87] noted the dependence of backjumping's performance
on the depth of the DFS tree of the constraint graph, and Bayardo and Mirankar
[BM96] improved the complexity bound. They also observed that with learning
the time complexity of graph-based backjumping can be reduced by a factor of
logn at an exponential space cost in the induced-width [BM95].

Subsequently, as it became clear that many of backtracking's improvements
are orthogonal to one another (i.e., look-backmethods and look-aheadmethods),
researchers have more systematically investigated various hybrid schemes in
an attempt to exploit the virtues in each method. Dechter [Dec90] evaluated
combinations of graph-based backjumping, graph-based learning, and the cycle-
cutset scheme, emphasizing the additive e�ect of each method. An evaluation of
hybrid schemes was carried out by Prosser [Pro93b], who combined known look-
ahead and look-back methods and ranked each combination based on average
performance on, primarily, Zebra problems. Dechter and Meiri [DM94] have
evaluated the e�ect of pre-processing consistency algorithms on backtracking
and backjumping. Before 1993, most of the empirical testing was done on
relatively small problems (up to 25 variables), and the prevalent conclusion
was that only low-overhead methods are cost e�ective.

With improvements in hardware and recognition that empirical evaluation
may be the best way to compare the various schemes, has come a substantial
increase in empirical testing. After Cheeseman, Kanefsky, and Taylor [CKT91]
observed that randomly generated instances have a phase transition from easy
to hard, researchers began to focus on testing various hybrids of algorithms on
larger and harder instances [FD94b, FD94a, FD95, Gin93, CA93, BM96, Bak94].
In addition, closer examination of various algorithms uncovered interesting re-
lationships. For instance, as already noted, dynamic variable ordering performs
the function of value selection as well as variable selection [BvR95], and when
the order of variables is �xed, forward-checking eliminates the need for back-
jumping in leaf nodes, as is done in Gaschnig's backjumping. [KvB94].

Recently, constraint processing techniques were augmented into the Con-
straint Logic Programming (CLP) languages. The inference engine of these
languages uses a constraint solver as well as the traditional logic programming
inference procedures One of the most usefull constraint techniques is the use of
arc-consistency in look-ahead search [VH89, JL94].
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